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WSTER'S MOOT
'

October 20, the Black

Student Association confronted
President Drushal with their con.

cerns. The blacks' plan, although not
yet specifically revealed, has set as
a figure the admittance of 150 black
students next fall. They were also
concerned about financial aid cuts
beginning in the Sophomore year.
President Drushal asked the BSA
where the white students stood in
accordance to the blacks' concerns.
On Saturday, October 25, Jerry
Waters, spokesman for the BSA addressed the white students of Woos-te-r.
He explained the blacks' meeting, with Drushal; stated that the
black students knew where they
stood and knew that they would fight
for their plan. Furthermore, having
more black students at Wooster
would give the whites a more relevant and a more real community in
context with Black America. It
would also help do away with singular white middle and upper-midd- le
class views in classrooms. Jerry told
the whites to get organized before
Friday, October 31, when there will
be a meeting between black and
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was a series of discussions in the

iu5

TORY
INTO HISTORY AND
THE AWFUL RESPONSIBILITY
OF TIME."

SOON

NOW WE SHALL
GO OUT OF THE HOUSE AND
GO INTO THE CONVULSION

OF THE WORLD, OUT OF

average of 400 students have
attended these discussions. There is
a definite interest in black concerns
at Wooster. But, there remains a
long political struggle between students and administration. This past
week has been the beginning of an
awareness of black students and
Wooster's isolated community.
An

white representatives.
Beginning Sunday at 7:00, there

"...AND

Lowry Center pit. Sunday, white students attempted to clarify the situation and began organization. Monday, three committees were formed: investigate financial aid system, investigate admission methods; and inform trustees and ask for
their reaction. Tuesday, Mr. Cope-lan- d,
Dean of Men, attempted to answer questions concerning financial
aid and administration "sincerity."
He stated that the administration
had set a goal of having 150 black
students at Wooster. Tlie students
discussed another proposal which
involved admitting a Freshman
class in which approximately 12 per
cent of the class would be black. This
procedure would continue each
year. Wednesday, admission representatives will answer student questions. Thursday, President Drushal
will confront the white students.
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WOOSTER,
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Concern over more flexible housing standards has long been in the
wind, but it was not until last

Wednesday's Campus Council
meeting that concrete proposals by
specific living units were discussed.
Originally scheduled for the October 29th agenda, proposals by Cran-de- ll
House and Phi Sigma Alpha
were withdrawn on October 28th
when it was rumored that certain
Council members representing the
Administration would be unable to
attend the week's meeting. Both
Sixth Section and Crandell recognized the need of having as many
Council members as possible in attendance, especially Deans Cropp,
Coster and King.
At the time of the meeting, however, the only member absent was
Cropp, and the body agreed that
while a vote on a specific housing
proposal demanded all 12 members
be present, there was no sense in
delaying much needed discussion.
John Crewson and Bob Dunsmore,
communicating the sincerity with
which the Crandell house proposal
was conceived, replied to the
questions and advice put forward by
various members, notably Dr. Calhoun. The proposal which begins
"Wishing to live as honestly and
responsibly as possible, with full
pride of group and self, we wish to
set forward the plan for a new, more
tenable, environment," goes on to
eloquently articulate the rationale
behind the house's action, and the
corresponding limits and responsibilities if such a program were put
into effect. Commenting on one
aspect of the proposal which considers sexual conduct and alcohol to
be matters of an individual's discretion, Dr. Calhoun indicated he hoped
more emphasis would be placed on
responsibility to one's
personal
environment. The proposal refers
specifically to the local, state and

After more than an hour of discussion, the Council went on to examine
Phi Sigma Alpha's proposal. Well
thought out, and with detailed attention to the intricacies of realistic
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Drushal Sees A College Commitment
Of 150 Black Students By Jext Fall

IPirpsdll
anxious tone of the proposal was not
designed to be threatening, but that
the men of Sixth Section are just

philosophy of the college will eman-

ate from Wednesday's meeting,
after which time a vote on such
proposals would have a firm founda-

President Drushal stated at the raising, echoing Mr. Drushal's
stand. S'.id Copeland, "Difficult as
this task might be, it does not seem
insurmountable." As for black students and employes working with
the Admissions Department, Copeland stated that the College is working on getting a black intern in
Administration for the Admissions
Department for next year. Copeland
hopes that black students will
continue to help in recruiting, as
three black students did last year.
Responding to the events of the past
tained with the cooperation of every- week, Copeland finds it "encouragone on the campus.
ing that white students are conDrushal explained that $200,000 cerned."
would be necessary to reach the goal
The Department of Development
for the scholarships and faculty salaries. "We could pick up $1,000 here is already working to raise money
of funds for black scholarships. Said G. T.
or there on
we already have, but we still have Smith of that department, "We have
$1,000,000 to pay on debts. It's going applications pending at two foundations:" He explained that Wooster
to require a lot of leg work."
Students raised the question at the has an advantage in asking for founLowry Center meetings this week of dation money since it is on record as
having started the Lincoln Scholarwhy the College could not
funds from such departments as ship Fund on its own. Nevertheless,
public relations and physical educa- every school in the country is trying
tion into a scholarship fund. Dean of for this type of grant, and the comStudents, Henry Copeland, ex- petition is stiff.
Smith suggested that a Scholarshipplained that the College sees the
Committee be
Physical Education Department as -Development
contributing to the philosophy of de- set up especially for black student
intellec- scholarship funds, and that the
veloping the full person
and, there- College set an objective for the next
tually and physically
fore, it is not probable that any funds three to five years to keep this overcan be used from that department. all effort from becoming an ad hoc
Copeland put the emphasis on fund one that runs out of steam.
open faculty meeting on Monday
evening that he is personally committed to work toward the goal of 150
black students on this campus, if
possible by next fall. This means
that he is prepared to go before the
Long Range Planning Committee
and other necessary faculty and
trustee committees to support this
goal. He said, however, that he
cannot commit the faculty and trustee committees. Furthermore, he
said that this goal could only be ob-

c

tion.

re-distribu- tion

with individual freedom and
responsibility, actually undermining
Any junior interested in the Washrather than promoting personal ington Semester Program should
maturation.
see Dr. Weeks immediately for deLindberg explained that the tails.

Voter Turnout To Determine Result
In Tight Cleveland Mayoral Election

re-ele- ct

CPAMOtLL MOUSf

31, 1969

Larry Lindberg, president of the President to the next meeting. It
Sixth, explained that the fraternity is hoped a description of the social

BYALUNGER
"With a Little Help From His
Friends," a benefit concert for
Cleveland's Mayor Carl B. Stokes
might best describe the efforts being
made by Wooster and mother
college and high school students to
Stokes. Peter Yarrow,
Odetta, The Billy Taylor Trio, and
Bill Gidney came to Cleveland last
weekend as many Wooster students
have over the past weeks to help the
incumbent Stokes in his race against
the Republican County Auditor
Ralph Perk.
The backbone of the Stokes' volunteer effort is the "Young Folks for
Stokes," a statewide group of
college and high school students.
For the past month they have been
telephoning, canvassing door to
door, and adding vitality to the efforts of Cleveland's mayor of two
federal laws regarding alcohol, years, a vibrant young and
drugs, theft and gambling and calls progressive figure on the national
for visitation hours from 10 a.m. to 9 scene.
p.m. daily.
Stokes faces an uphill fight as re
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tired of working within a
hypocritical system and wish action
judicial and legal system, the plan to be taken to implement a more
attempts to create a social system of realistic set of rules as quickly as
peer pressure within which in- possible.
dividuals are presumed to be After two hours of discussion, the
mature and hypocrisy minimized. Council adjourned, voting to invite
was working towards implementing
a change in the philosophy and
standards of community living, with
the hope that the College as an institution would soon recognize that
its present social structure is at odds

rCt

re-alloc-

flected by voter registration and
turn-ou- t
figures of past elections.
Since the 1967 mayoral election
there has been a decline in voter
registration in black, East Side
Cleveland wards where his strength
lies. At the same time, there has
been an increase in West Side voter
registration in what are almost
solidly white, blue collar areas. For
Stokes to be the victor on November
4, his vote from the favorable East
Side Wards must run nine per cent
ahead of the rest of the city. Therefore, if the West Side and ethnic
wards on the East Side turn out 79
per cent, as in the 1967 race, at least
89 per cent of the registered voters in
his East Side strongholds must vote.
That is a substantial figure in any
election. If the voting percentage
pattern were to follow 1967, the

ate

Volunteers will spend the days up to
and including election day canvassing and telephoning.
Wooster students will be joining
this effort. Volunteers are being
signed up to go to Cleveland over the
weekend and on Tuesday, election

day.
the final week of the
campaign the candidates have been
During

criss-crossin-

g

encouraging their

stand on law and order, as well as
his displeasure with the newspapers
and critics who urge him to meet the
Mayor in a face to face debate as
every candidate for mayor has for
the past thirty years.
Stokes is running on the accomplishments of his administration
of two years.
over a short first-terHe cites $100 million in Federal
funds which have been committed to
Cleveland, revival of the downtown
area with a renewed faith on the part
of investors and developers, the
improvement of health and recream

supporters to go to the polls and to
pick up new support from these who
Mayor would lose by 4,680 votes.
still remain undecided. Perk, a canBeginning Friday, students will be didate with strong ethnic and
arriving from points all over Ohio. homespun appeal, emphasizes in his tional facilities, the modernization
Wilberforce, Central State, and
campaign a concern for lowering the of the police department, and putalone have scheduled 10 buses. tax burden on the voter, a stronger ting more men in the street.
An-tio-

ch
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Moratorium

It's In Our Hands

The Moratorium to end the war in
Vietnam continues. 180 Wooster stu-

dents and at least 10 faculty members have signed up to participate in
the Moratorium in Washington. The
American people are being called to
Washington on November 5 for
the "March Against Death," and a
mass march and rally. At midnight,
November 13, the first of 50 state
delegations totalling about 45,000
people, will begin their solemn walk
from Arlington National Cemetery
procession past the
in a single-fil- e
to
White House
the steps of the Capitol. Each member in thus procession
will represent one dead American
soldier or a Vietnamese town.
This march will end 36 hours later
on the steps of the Capitol, followed
by the march and rally. Members of
the Wooster student body and
community will be in Washington on
this day. Buses will leave Wooster at
midnight on November 14 and arrive
at 8:30 a.m. in Washington. That
night, November 15, the buses will
leave Washington at midnight and
return to Wooster at 8:30 on the 16th
of November. The round-tri- p
cost
will be no more than $13. Students
not at the Wednesday night meeting

A long standing problem on this campus has been
strongly articulated this week - - what concrete form
is the College's concern for the black student going
to take. A first step in that solution has been found increasing the number of black students here will
bring Wooster closer to the "relevant" education that
is its goal. The College community has chosen to commit itself to the problem. The action is now in our

--

13-1-

hands
Institutional change usually does not move as quickly as we would like to see. Implicit in the suggestions
of the Black Student Association is the need for
the constant
of policies and priorities.
We must not stop with the entrance of a large number
of black students, but should critically examine the
institution and environment which they as well as
all Wooster students, will be living in. Intentions in
the past have been good but it is the increase in pressure from students, responded to by the faculty and
administration, that has speeded this week's
of priorites. The immediacy of the BSA's suggestions has been brought to light in this manner.
There is little need, at the moment, for philosophy or
statistics since the only realization will come from
commitment.
The foundation of this goal for a more diversified
student body is financial and individual support. We
must discover the means of channeling concern into
cash and action. Is it unrealistic to envision a unified
student body taking the time to ferret out sources for
a scholarshp fund, reaching the proportions of hundreds of thousands of dollars? Our words must be converted into a program. Here is a start:
re-evaluati-

on

re-evaluat-

ion

who would like to go to Washington,
are to contact Bob Bonthius, chairman of the Social Action Committee,
at Box 1155, or extension 449.
SAC is also planning Moratorium
Days' activities in Wooster for those
not going to Washington.

Honor Board Clarification

FUND RAISING

'

Students writing friends and possible donors and
visiting them over vacation.
Organizing work days.
Visiting and contacting civic groups to ask for
financial support for scholarships.
Canvassing this area in search of donations.
Visiting churches (The Synod does not allow soliciting in Presbyterian churches for operational costs but
seeking scholarship aid is permissible.
RECRUITING AND ADMISSIONS
Utilizing the intern in administration program immediately to add a black member to the admissions
staff, while looking for a permanent member.
Black faculty members recuited for a broadened
Black Studies program.
Students recruiting black students, visling
p
areas, working for general diversity.
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
Hiring an educational consultani(s) to examine and
aid black recruitment and black curriculum.
Setting up an exchange with transitional schools
such as the Philadelphia's GLCA transitional program
which admits black students to Great Lakes campuses
after a semester in Philadelphia. This should evene
tually become a
program.
of the quarter system, i.e. a summer
. Full.utilization
orientation program with a reduced course load and
employment opportunities in the area.
We have spent a week in thought and discourse.
Little remains to be said. We must gather all the resources available to the College, human and material,
of those on the campus and beyond. Our words have
deepened our committment to diversified, "relevant"
education. Our energies are now called upon. It is
time for united action.
-
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To the

Editor:

accuser have been
by the board and
the Deans, they are excused from the room. The three
Deans also leave at this time. The six board members
are left alone to decide the verdict and, if necessary,
the penalty. It is impossible to say any certain amount
of evidence is insufficient or adequate to determine the
guilt or innocence of a person. Each case must be treated individually with all extenuating circumstances
brought into consideration.
In order to protect the name of the accused, all persons involved are requested not to reveal the proceedcross-examin-

The Honor Board, in conjunction with the Honor
Code Revision committee, would like to clarify its
function and operation to the students of the College of
Wooster. Many times we are asked basic questions like
who is on the board, how the trials are conducted and
how much evidence is necessary for a person to be
convicted. We feel it is important that the student body
should be informed on these matters, especially in this
year of the Honor Code revision.
The Honor Board consists of six members, five of
whom vote. For the present school year these members include Neal Brown, chairman; Don Dewald
sixth member; Karen Collins, Bill Dale, Jean
Wilkerson and Nancy Oechsle. These members were
chosen last spring after each filed a petition for application with the SGA. After reading the applications
the Congress of the SGA chose who they .felt to be the
best qualified candidates. Anyone desiring to apply for
one of these positions should get in contact with an SGA
officer in the spring.
The responsibility of the Honor Board lies solely in
the enforcement of the Academic Honor Code. This
Honor Code at Wooster extends only as far as
academic work is concerned, that is, the Honor Board
does not deal with any social honor code.
The actual trial procedure is probably the least
known operation of the board. The trial usually takes
place in the Board Room of Galpin Hall sometime in
the late afternoon. Present at the trial are the following
people: the accused, the accuser, six members of the
Honor Board, and three personnel deans. The chairof the board presides. In keeping with
man
traditionally recognized trial procedures the accused
is confronted by his accuser and allowed to ask any
questions he desires. After both the defendent and the

ed

ings of the trial.
After the five voting members have reached a decision (by a least a 5 vote for guilt or innocence and 5
for the penalty) the Deans are consulted for their approval. If they comply with the board's decision, the
verdict stands. Sometimes the board and the Deans do
not agree, at which time, there will be more discussion
of the case with a possible revision in the verdict or
penalty. The penalties range from an "F" on a paper
to suspension for three quarters. After the verdict is
agreed upon, the sixth member must then inform the
accused of the court's decision.
The function of the sixth member is that of investigator. It is his responsibility to inquire into all pertinent
facts concerning a case, confer with the Deans to decide if sufficient evidence is available and present to
the board the relevant facts of the case. Because he is
more likely to be biased in his opinion, he is not allowed
to vote at the trial.
It is the hope of the Honor Board, that by clarifying
our function and operation, we can dispell most of the
misunderstandings that now exist. We also hope we
can aid the Honor Code Revision Committee by making
our position and function well known to the student
body.
The Academic Honor Board
4--

3--

S.G.A.: Sewing Society?
To the

Editor:

The recent move underway to abandon the SGA
Constitution dissolving the SGA Congress into a set of
committees reminds me of a ladies sewing society.
Having attended the National Student Association
Congress, serving as a SGA Committee chairman, and
as a SGA Congressman last year, I too have some
observations about the SGA. First, it has always been
evident that the success of the SGA rests on the leadership and drive of its members. If the SGA President
makes his two speeches each year and collects his
salary only, then the SGA rests in peace for a year.
Last year the SGA Congress exercised power by
drafting a proposal for beer in the union, polling the
student body and proposing a voluntary chapel policy,
approved the coed dorm proposal, obtained longer
Andrews Library hours, and created the Vocational
Services Committee.
Now we are told that the Congress has no practical
power and that is should "stop playing the game of

representative democracy."
So, a few Platonic Guardians in the SGA have decided they can suspend the SGA Constitution without
consulting the students. Clearly, they have usurped
power here, for only a vote of the student body can
amend the Constitution.
Last year each student paid $6.50 each to the SGA
programs which were approved by the SGA Congress.

If there is no Congress this year, who will determine
where your money is going inside the SGA?
Now the SGA has yielded what power it had to the
new campus panecea known as Campus Council. From
the SGA Congress' attempt at representative
democrary we are handed another oligarchical board
of trustees.
If Wooster students can no longer find a legislative
student forum within the SGA, I suggest a new student
coalition be formed which listens to students and assumes the responsibility of power. Since the SGA is
preoccupied with how it can circumvent its Constitution, it is time that a concerned group of students
press the administration on vital campus issues.
It is time to have explained to the students why
tuition actually was hiked $450 this year since we are
going to school two weeks less. It is time to ask why the
College cannot recruit more black students. It is time
to object to the present Chapel requirements system
which is worse than a fine, since now Chapel
is made a requirement for graduation.
It is your money the SGA is spending and it is your
Constitution they are avoiding. As the deans have long
said, "The SGA doesn't represent the students because
it can't even follow its own rules."
Well, as the saying goes, I guess "I dream of things
that never were and ask 'why not'?"
BillSpratley
at-tende-

nce
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Cleveland Urban Quarter
iu me CiUiiur:
As a student currently enrolled in the Cleveland
Segment of Wooster's urban studies program, I am
concerned about the general naivete on campus" concerning the Cleveland quarter, specifically, and the
urban studies program in general.
For those who have participated and especially those
who are about to participate, the urban studies program is a unique opportunity at Wooster. It is unique
because it offers a special kind of relevence to each
student's own academic schedule. It is unique because
you can count on one hand the number of undergraduate institutions where full credit is offered for; an
urban field experience. This is the kind of program
which is generally offered only at the graduate level. In
recognizing the validity of undergraduate field work
and research in an urban setting, Wooster is perhaps a
bit ahead of its time. When we consider, however, the
real needs of students to get involved in the
non-acedem- ic,

practical learning experience, the other colleges and universities are perhaps lagging behind in
their academic programs.
Ask Ray Day of the Sociology Department how
Wooster's urban studies program compares with, say,
VISTA's training program. Of course, as is the case
with any structure geared toward a. learning ex

Did The

"Cow"Miik The Students

the Editor:
I would like to ask the editor of the 1968-6-9 "COW"
why he published a yearbook for himself and his associates at the expense of the majority of the student
body. I feel that a yearbook should be something that
can be enjoyed in the future for its reminiscent value.
d
hippie walking
However, when I see some
not
of Wooster. In
does
me
a
remind
on sand dune, it
fact many of the pictures in this oversized picture book
are nothing but pure art, and I cannot even tell what

To

long-haire-

perience, there is a basic inescapable human flaw
growth and learning are directly proportional to input.
What are the basic standards for good input into the
urban studies quarter? Speaking out of the context of
my experience in Cleveland, would list committment,
flexibility, and loyality as necessary prerequisiets.
.commitment to learning about the field of "urban affairs," flexibility and an open mind throughout the
various stages of orientation and participation, and
loyalty to the people with whom you will be working. .
.The Cleveland Cooperative Urban Studies Center,
under the very capable direction of Mrs. Lucille Huston, offers every opportunity to work, learn, and grow,
both within the classroom and the urban field setting.
All day Monday, November 3, Mrs. Huston will be on
campus for informal talks and meetings with faculty
and students. Ten students from each of the four
participating colleges at the Cleveland center, Oberlin,
Hiram, Heidelberg, and Wooster, will be accepted for
the winter quarter. Times and places should be verified with Ray Day or any member of the Urban Studies
Committee. Applications should be in, with faculty approval, by Monday, Dec. 1, 1969. Mrs. Huston and I
hope to see all those interested in the Cleveland
program on Monday.
John M.Jacobs

some of them are supposed to represent. I am not
condemning the value of this type of art, but I do not
believe that its place is in the yearbook of the College of
Wooster. I will concede that some of its fantastic
photography, but I cannot believe that this abstract, irrelevant, and even wierd collection of Photo 399's work
is supposed to represent a yearbook. If the author, who
was undoubtedly a member of Photo 399, wanted to
show off his work, then he should have found some other
vehicle.
Jay Boyd 5th Section

SGA Report
The SGA Congress met Sunday
night with 11 of 16 members present,
thus gaining the quorum which was
lacking at the first meeting a week

ago Wednesday. The Congress
members present unanimously
passed the proposal presented by
SGA President Mark Thomas to suspend the SGA
for the 1st
quarter.
by-la-

ws

There were no major arguments

presented

against

,

Thomas's

proposal at the meeting. Thus the
of the SGA are suspended
and the Congress is now a committee charged to formulate a new SGA
Constitution. The first meeting of the
new committee
with Bob Gates, a
junior who served in Congress last
semester, as chairman will be this
Monday, Nov. 3
by-la-

ws

The Congress will divide itself up
into smaller groups to facilitate better discussion of various matters. At

least one subdivision will be concerned with the question of what is
the basic premise for a student
association, and what does such an
association hope to accomplish.
Thomas definitely feels that "this is
not a futile experiment."
He has asked the committee to
consult with other schools,
specifically those in the G.L.C.A., on
how they are dealing with their
problems and to obtain documents
from them as a basis for comparison.
Thomas warned against analyzing
the present constitutuion section by
section as he feels this ties them to
the past. He would rather see an entirely new document created.
If a new document is formulated it
will have to be approved by the student body and the Campus Council.
The six member SGA Cabinet is
technically a part of the committee.
Thomas, however, sees its role as
being an infrequent one, free too
make suggestions to the committee
as needed.
.

Student Opinion

What Can I Say?
BY NATE SPEIGHTS
We hear an awful lot about morality today, in this reporter's
opinion too much. Why? Because the trend is now to be a concerned
student and here at the College of Wooster where such animals are a
rarity we are unable to weed out the student who looks concerned
from the ones who are concerned. The issue on campus now is the increased enrollment of Black Students. Where I stand on this issue is
important but it seems that in a white institution it does not so much
matter what I think unless my opinion coincides with the views
expressed by the white mass. Most of you belong to that White mass
and there are probably a thousand thoughts running about in your
mind about the "Black Challenge." One predominant thought,
whether you want to admit it or not, is what are we going to do with
150 more Blacks on this campus. Is our campus going to become like
other campuses where increased Black enrollment has resulted in
violence? This reaction is fear. Fear causes a man to act wrongly, to
lose sight of causes and of perspective. The actual cause of racial
tensions on other campuses was the white masses turning a deaf ear
to the voice of the Black man on his campus. Don't become alarmed;
this is not a threat. It is simply an observation of tendencies which
seem to proceed in a situation that has been created on this campus.
Let's take a look at the College of Wooster as it pertains to the
Black: The college began admitting black students for a myriad of
reasons. The most important one being that Blacks have been known
to excel in the fields of entertainment and athletic competition (for
reasons I won't go into). Since entertainment is a dirty word on
campus we must assume that the main reason for bringing Blacks
on campus must be athletic endeavor. In the early sixties almost
every Black on campus was a "Jock." No I'll go farther "A Super
Jock." Now to keep these gentlemen happy we (the whites, I've
changed my way of thinking momentarily because due to my environment I can think White) realized that man does not live by
bread alone so we invited the sweethearts and girl friends of our
Black athletes to come to campus. But in our quest for superior
athletic teams we began admitting more and more Black athletes,
not to seem to obvious we admitted also a few Black Lizards,
and lost sight of the "Boy-Girl- "
ratio until today I think it's 48 to 20.
Which is not "too" ridiculous. I mean after all look at the opportunity
we are offering the Black man. I'm sure that every Black male is
happy to be at the COW drinking the pure white milk of Wooster
knowledge as opposed to being in Vietnam fighting in a disproportionate number to further the cause of White supremacy. Another
reason for admitting (more) Blacks is the cry for a relevant education by all American students. Is the percentage here at the COW
comparable to the nationwide figures (11-1- 8 per cent) or are we
(Whites) at the highest stage of relevancy that we desire? What is

relevancy?
The Black student comes to the COW with visions of the college
being "person-centered- "
and thus able to help him adjust to the new
middle-class
environment (upper
White protestant) but he quickly
learns that he is merely a guinea pig for White observation. From his
first day on campus Whites are quizzing him "as a Black man how
do you feel about ..." Thus in effect the Black man on campus is
earning his financial aid package by sharing his views with the
student body and the faculty: students are teaching faculty! The
Black teaching load does not decrease with years spent at the COW,
however his Financial Aid does. What faculty members would stay
here one second if his salary was inversely proportional to his teaching load. What is being said to the COW is "lighten our teaching load
by bringing in more Black students to help with the education of the
White man." Freshman colloquium instructors have been disappointed with the lack of Black viewpoints in their classes because of
disproportionate enrollment again this year.
The request for more Blacks on campus is not new this year.
Last year the BSA requested 75 new Blacks for this year. The
made an effort; they accepted 60 Black applications. It
is commonly known however that the COW always accepts 900 applications in order to get a class of 450. Does 60 sound like twice 75:
This year however you have a chance to voice your opinion. Do
whatever you feel is "morally" right. But in reading the memo sheet
handed out by the administration "FACTS ABOUT STUDENT
SCHOLARSHIPS (BLACK & WHITE) the last heading read to me
REASONS WHY BLACKS (STUDENTS & PROFS) MIGHT LEAVE
WOO. U. Whether Wooster becomes all white or relevant is as I see it
up to you as a responsible citizen of the COW community.
Ad-ministrati-

The Cabinet along with the Board
of Committee Chairmen of the SGA
will temporarily take the place of
the Congress in carrying out its
functions. Although this group is not
as representative of the campus,
since all but the six Cabinet positions ZETGEIST THIS WEEKEND
are appointed ones, it can still make
Friday
Halloween Blitz; Trick or Treat with Marilee Guthrie, Ron
recomendations to the Con- Gilbert, Linda Olson, Phred and Special Guest Doug Mclntire. Saturday
stitutional Committee and the
Moxie's Day
Show, and Nancy Torreva.
Campus Council. The main function
of this group will be to keep abreast
with what is happening on campus.
Thomas has directed all SGA ComSTORM COATS By Weatherice
mittee Chairmen to submit requests
to the Black Student Association for
representatives from the B.S.A. to
serve on all SGA committees. CurWarm and Water repellant
rently all SGA committees are white
which paralyzes them in some activities. Since certain committees'
functions are to deal with situations
impossible for an all white commitWith and Without Fur Collars
tee to handle. This, Thomas feels,
will help to meet the need for black
representatives, to deal more realistically with the situations on
after-Hallowe- en

campus.

Fingertip and Full Length

SHOW YOUR INTEREST IN

VACATION BUSSES for
Nadelin's Welcomes
Students
Open 24 hrs. Dally
7 Days A Weak

on

Either Thanksgiving or Christmas
Downstairs in

LOWRY CENTER

Sizes 8 to 16

$50 up.

DEULAH DECHTEL SHOP
Public Square
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"Inconsistent" Scots Lose To Lords,
Take Three Straight Losses To Hiram
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The almost winless Fighting Scot football team will make a trip to
Hiram tomorrow in an effort to get back on the winning trail. The Scots
dropped their third straight and fourth game of the season last Saturday,
10-Wooster
to the Lords of Kenyon College in front of a
Parents' Day crowd.
"Inconsistencies in the little Miljenovic intercepted a Gary
aerial at the Wooster 18. The
things again seemed to be our major
a four and five
problem," said a dejected Scot head Scots held, and with
on the Wooster 13, Huston
coach, Jack Lengyel. "Our inability situation
a
field goal. It
attempted
to make the clutch play is a big
was no good.
problem."
Going into the game as the second
"Our attitude and team morale
leading pass receiver in small colwas very high for the game; but our
of the nation, Myers caught 10
offense lacked the poise to make the leges
passes for 184 yards. Christen
critical down, and our defense
completed 13 aerials of 32 attempts
lacked the poise to make the critical
for 208 yards. He had two instop."
Late in the first quarter, the Lords terceptions.
"Kenyon's Christen-Myer- s
pair is
drove 74 yards in 12 plays. With a
very
fine
a
praised
combination,"
fourth and 10 situation on the Woosline, Kenyon's Scott Lengyel. "Myers has considerable
ter
field goal. speed and excellent moves.
Huston kicked a
"With
Parson and Schneider,
Early in the second quarter,
now
Kenyon
has the complete attack
quarterback Paul Christen hit his
which it lacked in years past.
ace receiver, Chris Myers, for gains
They're
a much improved ball
of 28, 5, 14 and 17 yards in four
plays which led to the lone touch- club," continued Lengyel.
Again substituting for injured Ed
down of the game. With a first and
goal situation, fullback Jim Schnei- Thompson, freshman Paul Bronkar
played another fine ball game. He
der dove over to score. Huston kickgained 58 yards in 22 carries. Fulled the extra point. It was an
back Jim DeRose continued to play
drive of nine plays.
his determined, hard-nose- d
football
The Lords got the ball on their own
with 53 yards in 17 carries. He has
20 in the touchdown series after
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DAVE NAGGIAR BOOTS the winning goal in last Saturday's important victory over Denison.' Naggiar,
kicking from the
line, took a perfect pass from Bruce Hitler, faked the Denison goalie (who is
crouching behind No. 19) and got off his decisive boot. The victory kept alive the Scots' slim hopes of
gaining a fourth consecutive bid to the Mideast Regionals.
VOICE Sports Photos (Dave Wolff)
12-ya-

rd

rd

80-ya-

Wooster's

rd

kicking

soccer-styl- e
'

nnh Mamritti haA at-field goal.
tempted a
Macoritti's kick has the distance and
the height for the field goal, but it
was just to the right of the uprights.
Macoritti, a freshman from
Hamilton, Ont., did put the Scots on
the scoreboard in the third quarter
were mvoked The seemingly with a
field goal. The series
deadlocked game had short life in of plays before his field goal started
the overtime. Wooster stole the ball at the Wooster 37 and ended with a
from Dennison and moved quickly fourth and six situation at the
up the left side of the field. Freshline. The Scots
Kenyon
man Jim Broehl passed ahead to moved the ball 43 yards in 12 playes.
sophomore Dave Naggiar who had a
The Scots did not threaten again in
with the goalie and the ball game. The Lords did.
slipped
22, they
ownII MM)
minute U11U
and Driving
from
Ulll their WH
VWJ
rt " the ball past. A titutUkV
Jl&Viiig 11
54 seconds had elapsed and the mar- 11
On
a third
in
plays.
58
yards
drove
u,- oin stood
cWl fm.
:u
gin
for the
i i -i i threw
v i play,
i rw ra pass
x v tChristen
i r irjl six
un.m
eight
c:i iiniiuiiH r
Mbwu
vi . and
iui
uic lremaining
minutes for the Wooster win.
intended for Myers but it was inWooster outshot Denison 22-tercepted by Wooster's Bob
Goalie Ted Caldwell received the
"Blinky" Buchanan at the Wooster
coaches' Most Valuable Player 10, and he returned it 17 yards to the
award for coming8 out in heavy traf- --- Wooster
line.
uull""c?1vy
ku- hc anda grabblng
ny a ball. It Was
Kenyon's second threat also was
a balanced offense and defence that
in the fourth quarter when Steve
cnorfoiicr

57-ya- rd

By DAVE BERKEY

denly and broke Wooster's

string of
consecutive shutout quarters. The
Scots played an outstanding game
the rest of the way, but they couldn't
put the ball in the net.
Dennison's Big Red invaded Carl
Dale Memorial Field last Saturday
for Parents' Day with a big, strong
team and a
record. The Scots
i
i
i
i
anaJ
were up to tne tasKnoweyer,
treated their fine Crowd tO a 1
overtime victory in a close game.
"Dennison was bigger physically
than any team we've played this
year," commented Wooster Coach
Bob Nve after the eame. The Scots
were
and J53!??5?
-uvv illc inner die- iveii un nitn
o Inasses
and consequently resorted to a
game plan.
faster, more-skillfThe Scots jumped out to an early
lead, and spirit was high on the
Wooster side from the start. The
team's leading scorer,
Bob Dow, took a cross from sophomore Bruce Hiller at the right front
of the goal and tapped a soft shot
past the goalie. The goal came only
six minutes into the game and it
looked like a runaway.
But Dennison wasn't ready to con- ceae mat eariy ana stagea an attacK
or lis own. witn eignt minutes
remaining in the first period, a
Dennison halfback's close-i- n
pass
was deflected by a Wooster de- fender. But the Big Red's top scorer,
turn wells, moved in and sent a rifle
shot into the top of the Wooster net.
When the first quarter ended in a tie,
14

With a bid to the NCAA Mideast
Regional tournament at stake, the
Wooster Scots soccer team travels to
Delaware tonight for an Ohio
Conference game with the Battling
Bishops of Ohio Wesleyan. In last
week's action, the Scots lost a heart-breakto Bowling Green,
and
extended their Ohio Conference record to 0 with a 1 win over

er

1--

0,

Den-niso- n.

2--

5--

The Bishops have always been
tough for their Ohio Conference foes.
This season Wesleyan won its first

four games against Heidelberg,
nPnni.Sm , Hiram and Wright
State
,
o- Last week, though, the Bishops lost
two straight 0 games to Kenyon
and Oberlin, both previious victims
of the Scots.
The big star for Ohio Wesleyan is
its center forward, Ali Ladjevardi,
from Iran. Their style is more of a
long pass type than Wooster, but the
Bishops use the same four-ma- n
line.
Wesleyan played Ohio State Wednesday as a warm-u- p for tonight's
clash at 7:30 p.m.
The Falcons of Bowling Green
achieved their goal of revenge last
Wednesday when they edged the
Last year on October 22,
Scots,
Wooster traveled to B.G. on a cold,
windy day and beat the Falcons on a
first quarter goal,
In '69 on
October 22, Bowling Green came
here on a cold and windy day and
exactly reversed the process.
The only goal of the game came in
the first quarter on a Falcon fast
break. The Scot defense didn't have
time to setup for the long pass play
and the shot that scored came sud- 1--

1--

0.

1--

0.
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Scotties Blank Ohio Wesleyan,
Tie Ohio U. On Finley's Goal

co-capt- ain

8-1-

-2

2--

1- -1

produced the victory, Wooster's first
after two straight scoreless ties with

-

yards an average of 43.3 yards. He
punts in the game.
had two
The best words echoed by Lengyel
in three weeks were heard last Sunday when he said Wooster's leading
rusher, the Greenville Express
Ed Thompson will definitely start
tomorrow's game. The Scots will
regain their much needed experience in the backfield with his return. Lengyel also indicated that
Vendemia would start at quarterback
Hiram lost to Mt. Union last
Saturday,
but scouting Coach
Marion Zody, said the score was not
an indication of Hiram's potential.
Hiram had rnntrnllprl
thev pntireri
v
vw
VVHV H
ball game and only trailed 9 with
less than two minutes to go.
Leading Hiram's offensive attack
is a very fine quarterback, Don Wallace. He gained 48 yards in the
Mount game. He was also 11 of 22 in
the passing department for 160
yards. His favorite receiver is end
Scott Ziemer who has considerably
good speed and moves. Hiram's
leading rushers are Kevin Maisch
and Eric Thompson.
50-ya-

rd

35-1- 9,

T

7

-

21-1-

The Terriers are

in the Ohio
Conference and 3 overall. It will be
another tough day for the sagging
Fighting Scots.
2--

2

2--

"Our defense was strong," said
Wooster Coach Ginny Hunt. "Our
forward's passing was good. It was
just a case of silly mistakes being
made in our attack circle."
Tomorrow, Wooster plays at Wit-

OWU.

In the Ohio Univeristy contest,
the crowd knew that some fine soc
both teams scored in the first half,
cer lay ahead
then battled scorelessly during the
After a life and death struggle for final half. Jane Finley, whose total
t
i
mree
naa proaucea no of 15 goals leads the squad, tallied
quarters
more goals, two
over- a

wu
"ve ed""U1,
Macontti punted six times for 260

the Scotties' lone goal.
Junior Cindy Rutan helped preserve the tie with some second half
heroics. During an OU charge on the
Wooster goal, Sally Neely, the Scot-tie-s'
goalie, was maneuvered out of
position and away from the goal
mouth. Cindy alertly scooted over
and scraped an OU shot out of the
goal before it counted.

The Wooster women's field hockey
team brought its record to
last
weekend with a 0 victory over Ohio
Wesleyan and a
tie with Ohio
University on Parents' Day.
A week ago Wednesday,
the
Scotties journeyed to Delaware, O.
to meet Ohio Wesleyan. Goals by
Karen Duffy and Jane Jacobs

tenberg.
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Sixth Blue Holds 1st.; Seventh Is 2nd.
Sixth Blue won its
only game of the week to remain unbeaten in five outings and Seventh
edged Sixth Gold,
to take over
second place as the Intramural
Football season moved past the halfLeague-leadin-

By PAUL MEYER
VOICE Sports Editor
One of the minor inconveniences inherent in the weekly nature of
VOICE is that frequently we are forced to save our comments on a
event for seven days. For example, last week our column on the
World Series appeared a week after Cleon Jones caught Dave Johnson's
fly ball for the final out. In other words, sometimes we are not very

par-tiucl- ar
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way point.
Mike Milligan, the loop's leading
scorer with 54 markers, hauled in a
pair of touchdown passes from John
Weaver to pace the Blue team to its
2
victory over Fifth. Hugh Hind-mawho is third in the scoring
race, and Bill Evans, who is tied for
fourth, had the other two touchdowns for Sixth.
Seventh scored the first two times
it had the ball against the defending
champion Gold squad and then held

f--

v

timely.
Well, fans, this week is no different.
During last weekend's Parents' Day festivities, particularly those
having to do with the athletic events, we got to wondering what it's like to
be the parent of an athlete. Here are some of our thoughts.
All too often, being the parent of an athlete is a vicarious vehicle into
the past. It's a way of reliving those high school and college days when the
parent was a third-strin- g
end on the football squad and never got to play
unless the home team was ahead by 60 points. Through the career of his
son who starts for the alma mater, Dear Old Dad is able to gain some
measure of that success which he was never able to gain on his own.
The reverse, of course, is also true. Many boys suffer through their
s,
athletic careers as
never able to measure up to the
standards set by their fathers 25 years ago. The boy is always reminded
of his Dad's success
and is never able to achieve any of his own.
From Mom's point of view, being an athlete's parent can be a
frustrating experience. The language of the athlete is completely foreign
to her. She has trouble learning about "square-outs,- "
"fast breaks," and
"the
It's difficult for her to keep up with the batting
averages and statistics of her son's latest heroes. It's easier for Mom to
go to the games and chat with her friends than it is for her to follow the
action on the court or field.
One mother in particular serves as a perfect example of this last point.
It was this mother's fate to have a son playing for a high school basketball
team which had one of the worst records in the state. Coming within five
points of the opponent was a moral victory. It was cause for a parade
through the downtown streets.
But on this one night, the local team managed to eke out a last second,
victory. The players whooped and hollered and danced with the
cheerleaders after the final buzzer. The fans went berserk. And Mom?
She had missed the last hectic seconds, had lost track of the score. She
thought all the excitement was because her son's team had LOST by only
one point!
Parents also have a hard time finding the right words after a tough
loss. They sometimes fail to understand that often the best thing to do is
just to leave their son alone for a few hours. Dad's sympathetic handshake and "Nice game, son," and Mom's kiss and "Tough luck," though
are frequently salt in an open wound. That wound is more
likely to heal overnight by itself than it is with the help of parental
prescriptions. The next day is usually the best time for the parents to talk
about the
jumper which didn't drop or the touchdown pass that
was dropped.
But though the best-lai- d
plans of Mom and Dad often go awry, it's
enough that they made the effort. It's enought to know that they care
even if they don't know the score.
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for the triumph. Sixth rallied
from a 12-- 0 halftime deficit to tie the
game in the last half, but a last- -
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on

bench-warmer-

minute pass to Bill Spratley was
decisive for the Chis.
In other games last week, Third
captured its second win by beating
Scond,
and Sixth Gold, behind
two touchdown receptions by Bruce
Hightshoe, shutout Third, 12-Andrews First and Second floors
continues to lead the B League with
a 0 slate, but Kenarden -I
is
right behing at

fJlte

--

Team
Sixth Blue
Seventh
Sixth Gold
Third
Fifth

L T

W

5 0 0
3 1 1
4 2 0
2 3 1
1 4 0
0 5 0

Second
SCORING

Player, Team
Mike Milligan (6B)
Bill Hooker (7)

TD

Pts.

9
8

54
48

Staff
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well-intende-
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CITY N
Imported Pipes

Hand Blended Tobacco's

Delicatessen
Paperback Books

Open 6:30 a.m.

Magazines

12:30 a.m. Sunday Till 10:00

200 S. Market St.

Ph.

262-515-

1

and over
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T

DRAFT BEER

i

12:30
Music 9 p.m.
Doors Open At 7 p.m.

Harriers Trip
Wittenberg By One

$1.00 Cover Charge

By JIM NELSON
The College of Wooster harriers
pleased the visiting parents with a
victory in the triangular cross country meet held last Saturday on the
Wooster course.
Scot coach Hugh Ruffing was
pleased with his team's showing.
"We won on a total team effort;
everyone did their best job of the

Food Also
11

East Ohio Court
Rittman Ohio

year," he said.
The Scots scored 28 points, one
less than Wittenberg, in winning the
big meet. Mt. Vernon Nazarene
came in third with 78 points. It was
Wooster's second win of the season.
Freshman Bob Brown paced the
Wooster runners with a 22:15 timing
that was good for second place behind Wittenberg's John Zerhle, who
was clocked at 22:08. It was Brown's
best effort of the season.
Doug Stoehr was next to cross the
finish line for the Black and Gold.
Stoehr placed fourth with a 22:30
time. Just seven seconds back in
fifth place was Scot Ray Day. Ed
Mikuelsen and Dave Pugh took seventh and 10th place, respectively, for
Wooster, as the Scots captured five
of the top 10 places.
Others placing for Wooster were
Clarence Baudulph and Larry Lind-berTomorrow, Wooster will try to
continue its winning ways when it
hosts Ohio Wesleyan, Hiram and Mt.
Union in an Ohio Conference quad-

We heartily
endorse

the new look

The northport by London

Fog, skillfully tailored
of polyester and fine
i

cotton with deep side
i
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rangular meet.

ft

in rainwear

vents, split shoulder,

j

yoke front and bal

'

collar. Bronze or
mallard. Warmly

,

New Gym Hours Expanded

lined with

Athletic Director Bob Bruce announced last week that the new gym
will now be open for student use
from 6 p.m. to midnight on Saturdays, in addition to the previously
announced hours of 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

zip-o- ut

acrylic warmer.
Regulars, shorts,
longs.
Men's Store - Main Floor

GIFFIN
Prescription Center
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SH0ES I

Public Square. Wooster
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WOOSTER, orao
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1
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Lomax: Reordering Of American
Economic Priorities Necessary
By BOB COLTON
Louis Lomax, noted black author,
spoke last Friday on "Two Revolutions: Youth and Race." Mr. Lomax
saying that we are obviously living
in a time of revolution, but that this
one will in the long run affect the basic philosophic and practical underpinnings of American society.
Mr. Lomax stating that there are
two concentric revolutions in American society, the black and the young.
Lomax sees that by 1972 and surely
by 1976 the political majority in this
republic will be under 35, thus Rich-

Tighter Incomplete Schedule
tighter schedule for incomplete
grades has been approved by the
faculty and is now in effect.
When a grade of "I" is given, the
work must be completed by the last
day of classes of the first week of the
next quarter, or the grade becomes
an "F." A student previously had
four weeks to turn in his work, and
under the new system, a grade may
stand for longer than the first week,
but only with the prior permission of
A

black, an the young. And that he
could only conclude "With the
hope to join those prepared to
give their last full measure of
devotion and that this nation,
black and white, Jew and Gentile, shall indeed have a new
birth;

both rich and poor, and
that the battle dead from the
fields to the picket lines shall
not have died in vain."

Dean Cropp.
The faculty Committee on Academic Standards, which drew up the
approved proposal finds that in-

FLICKS

ard Nixon's election was the last
"The Wrong Box," a British comstand for-thstatus quo.
edy, starring Michael Caine
7:30
In examining the two revolutions and 9:30, Mateer. FREE THIS i
and the current state of American WEEKEND.
society, Lomax examined three
KEN JONES, NEAR west side clergyman and organizer, orients
student canvasser for Stokes.
main topics: "Law and Order," vio- e

!Zt

rj

.

ri!lrWrdering

f Cc"

Hefeels that the common interpretation of "law and order" is simply
the W.A.S.P. shorthand for "nigger"
and thus people voted for Nixon "to
get the niggers off the street and the
hippies
campus."
LUC UoliipUo.
ppico off
uil the
In considering violence Lomax
asked why is it only now that Ameri- okM.t violence. rt
UDtieht about
cai ic
One
is untight
va.v
must accept Rap Brown's observation that "violence is American as
cherry pie." The issue thus is not one
of black or young violence, but violence in America's history.
Mr. Lomax's main point was that
nothing short of the
of
the economic priorities in this country will bring calm and peace.
Mr. Lomax concluded by focusing
on two institutions which he feels are
the major instruments of American
society in its attempt to keep the status quo: the college and the church.
Lomax likened the college to a
cookie cutter. Also, Lomax feels that
one must see black studies as an attempt to correct white studies, ending academic nonsense and getting
on with the business of education.
The church Lomax feels has been
used by the white man in forming an
anthropomorphical reasoning that
has created God in his image, made
God think like him, and for some
even to think that they are God. That
America has to get out of this anthropomorphic strait jacket and
realize that "a brick is a brick is a
brick ..." "If you can't grow freedom, you can't export it."
Lomax stated that the only moral
struggle today is being waged by the

,i
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NBC News Correspondent

Irving

R.

Levine,

NBC News

foreign correspondent for 18 years
will steak Sundav at 3
i
Severe""- - His talk, sponsored by
Committee, will be
the. ChaPel

AT SEUEREUCE

Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia and
Greece reporting on political unrest,

tviiic aijj vuvti cu uic mot iicoi b
transplant in South Africa and
leered the first report of the British
Corresnondpnt's
entitled "A Foreign
Ann,nin
,
u
ucvaiuavivitvit uicjwuiiu. ucuig ui3a
Report."
ed in Rome, he stays in tune with
Currently the Mediterrean Direc- - Vatican affairs, often accompanying
tor for NBC News, Levine is based in the Pope on trips abroad.
Rome, but travels widely. Recent
prior to Levine's assignment in
assignments have taken him to Rome, he was NBC's Bureau Chief
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FLOWERS TELEGRAPHED ANYWHERE
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15 Day

Where's "Who's Where"?
"Who's Where" is coming, according to editor, Ellen Robinson.
Upperclassmen will remember that
last year's issue came out on
November 6. This year copies will be
distributed on or around the week of
November 9. Ellen stated that this
issue has not been delayed although
the publication date is being set by
the printer, and it is up to them what
date they come out.
Individual copies will be
distributed to the Post Office boxes
as soon as possible with extra copies
available to head residents for dorm
phones. Ellen promises that this
year's issue will be better organized
with more information and improved listings. Wooster students,
your anonymity is marked for
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in the U.S.S.R.
Mr. Levine's reports are seen
nightly on the Huntley-Brinkl-y
Show
and other NBC news programs and,

Join Dr. Craig's
London Theatre Tour

ALPINE TOUR

Through Austria, Switzerland and Germany
Featuring The
Oberammergan
PASSION PLAY
Departs N. Y. July 19th.
FLAIR TRAVEL
CONSULTANTS
E. Bowman, Wooster
For All Your Travel Needs
346

Tel. 2644505
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Market at South 1955 Cleveland Rd.
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completes present a serious problem
for that committee, and recommended further that professors who
assign incomplete grades be re-quired to submit a short written
statement describing each incomplete grade.
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Your Buick Cadillac Dealer
SALES

SERVICE

4 new

PARTS

Lovestick Glosses
for lips: Natural,
Peach, Pink
and Beige, $1.50.

AUTO AND TRUCK LEASING
ALL MAKES

4 new
ALL MODELS

Lovesticks:
.

open a Checking
Account with ua

For All
Departments
405 E. LIBERTY
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DOWNTOWN WOOSTER
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THAT IS

UNUSUAL?
COME IN AND BROWSE
AT

ift (Corner

It's so much safer and con
venient when you make purchases and pay bills by check.
You don't risk carrying cash
when you shop; don't have to
run around town to pay bills.
And your cancelled check is
legal proof of payment. Open
a Checking Account today,

Pink,
Tea,
Coffee,
Cocoa,

$1.50.

262-60- 70
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Love Iced
Love Iced
Love Iced
Love Iced

3 new softly
shiny Lovelids
shadows for eyes:
Cream, Grey,
Lavender, $ 1.50.

The
Wayne County
National Bank
Main Office
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Public Square
Office
Opposite the Hospital- -
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WHERE YOU ARE REALLY LOVED

